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Exists programs are intended to collect information in 
electronic version and to prepare simple report

Analyzing the data is 

left us !!!

Building

Health care

Plane

Education

And more …



It’s time to make fast decision and activity



But…
Here are some thoughts to make a decision ... 

The abundance of 
information

Time, we can't get to all of 
them

What's the key to the 
problem ?!

Aspects for decision making. Money. Financial matters



Smart applications

Smart applications are those applications
that incorporate data-driven, actionable insights
into the user experience. Insights are delivered in
context as features in applications that enable
users to more efficiently complete a desired task
or action.

They often take the form of
recommendations, estimates, and suggested next
actions.
Smart applications can be consumer-facing or
employee-facing. In some cases, the “user” is not a
human, but a machine or system. In these cases,
smart applications automate business and
operational processes based on data-driven
insights.



Smart applications

For example, retail smart applications
make product recommendations based on analysis
of customer buying behavior while logistics
applications provide data-driven estimates of
delivery times of goods and products. Healthcare
smart applications offer possible patient diagnosis
and treatment recommendations to clinicians
based on analyses of patient and research data.



Simple applications

Health care
Registration, lab tests, doctor's consultation, reporting 

forms and etc 

For cafes and restaurants
Receiving and ordering, payment system, booking 

and the like

Trade or commerce
Working with warehouses, goods, clients

Smart applications

Taxi Service
Calling a taxi, searching the cheapest routes to find, 

and remembering the routes, identifying the most 
popular destinations for taxis and more.

Smart school
E-journal, Electronic Diary and Parenting Messaging

Health care
not only collect information and stores them 
electronically. and on the basis of these data give some 
advice

For cafes and restaurants
which products are more in demand.
at what price do most people afford spending 
money on food and etc…

Trade or commerce
when, what product should I buy and how much?
which customer is reliable.

Taxi Service
Calling a taxi, searching the cheapest routes, and 
remembering the routes, identifying the most popular 
destinations for taxis and more.

Smart school
!!!



What does a smart school do?

Determine pupil's potential
Based on the student’s assessments, the student’s 

behavior and many other parameters can be 
determined by what subjects he has potential

Physical training and 
physical development

The teacher can take tests of physical fitness and 
development from children, but has no time for analysis

Difficult topics for pupil
Some times child's interest in learning diminishes 

over time.
This may be due to a misunderstanding of any of the 

topics covered

...?
there is something else we can learn in the process

The reasons why students 
leave classes
The teacher can take tests of physical fitness and development 
from children, but has no time for analysis

Time tables of teachers.
Help them distribution of their time.
The teacher can take tests of physical fitness and development 
from children, but has no time for analysis



Telegram: @MSanatbek,
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Thank you for attention!


